The alpha 2-adrenergic antagonist idazoxan enhances the frequency selectivity and increases the threshold of auditory cortex neurons.
Idazoxan (IDA), an alpha 2 antagonist of adrenoceptors, has been shown to increase cortical release of norepinephrine (NE) by an action mediated primarily by the alpha 2 autoreceptors located on the NE terminals. In the present experiment, IDA application was used to increase the cortial concentration of NE. Single unit activity (n = 107) was recorded in the rat auditory cortex, and the neurons' frequency receptive fields (FRF) were determined before and after systemic (intraperitoneal or intravenous) or local application of IDA. In the whole population (n = 107) there was a decrease in spontaneous activity and/or evoked activity for 84% of the recordings (90/107 cells). Decreased tone-evoked responses were obtained after systemic injections (n = 39), as well as after local applications (n = 68) of IDA. These effects were not observed after either systemic injections (n = 13) or local applications (n = 9) of saline. The signal-to-noise ratio (the mean evoked responses divided by the spontaneous activity) was slightly decreased after systemic injections and slightly increased after local applications. However, after both systemic and local injections the frequency selectivity of the neuronal responses was increased. For a group of neurons (n = 27), testing the FRF at three intensities indicated that this increased selectivity can be expressed at high or middle range intensity but not at low intensity. For 37 cells, the intensity function was tested at the best frequency before and after IDA application, and the threshold for excitatory responses was determined in 28 cases. An increased threshold was observed in 16 of 28 cases after IDA application. Thus, using a pharmacological procedure to increase the extracellular concentration of NE, the dominant inhibitory effect on the auditory cortex neurons led to an enhancement of the frequency selectivity, but also an increase in the threshold of these neurons.